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Voting is a fundamental democratic activity. Many experts believe that paper balloting is the only appro-
priate method to ensure everyone’s right to vote. But this method is prone to errors and abuse. Many
nations utilize digital voting methods to solve the difficulties of paper balloting. A single flaw in digital
voting may lead to massive vote-rigging. Election voting methods must be legal, accurate, safe, and con-
venient. However, issues with digital voting methods may restrict acceptance. Due to its end-to-end ver-
ification capabilities, blockchain technology was developed to address these problems. To guarantee We
have used blockchain technology anonymity, privacy, verifiability, mobility, integrity, security, and fair-
ness in voting. By using blockchain our proposed system ensures security, privacy, and integrity. This sys-
tem provides voter anonymity by keeping the voter information as a hash in the blockchain. It also
provides fairness by keeping the casted vote encrypted till the ending time of the election. After ending
time, the voter can verify their casted vote, ensuring verifiability. To test our protocol, we put it on
Ethereum 2.0, a blockchain platform that uses Solidity as a programming language to create smart con-
tracts. The adoption of smart contracts provides a safe means for performing voter verification, ensuring
the correctness of voting results, making the counting system public, and protecting against fraudulent
activities. We analyzed the system’s performance based on security and gas costs. It improves in terms
of security characteristics and the related cost for the necessary infrastructure.
� 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Democracy is defined as the right of people to choose their lead-
ers. Voting is a critical process that enables people to elect their
government leader. The electoral system should be democratic,
independent, and impartial. As a result, it must be a transparent
and secure procedure that allows everyone to share their viewpoint
freely (Bosri et al., 2019). Many people in the world do not keep
faith in the election system (Inzamam-Ul, YYYY). The Conventional
voting is controlled and full of mediators (Asraful and Rashid,
2018). Furthermore, people are dealing with a variety of issues,
such as booth capture (Inzamam-Ul, YYYY), dummy voting and
the problem of proper monitoring (Rajendran, 2018), a massive line
of people in front of the polling booths, false voting, pre-vote cast-
ing, redundant vote, lack of law enforcement and audits, political
instability, lack of awareness, polling booths are located a long dis-
tance away from the house. Older people face significant challenges
that lower the number of votes (Madhuri et al., 2017).

The Electronic Voting Machine(EVM) is the alternative to the
issues with the old voting system. Nevertheless, because EVM(Elec-
tronic Voting Machine) does not fix any security concerns, it also
suffers from universal approval problems. The main difficulty with
EVM(Electronic Voting Machine) is that it is simple to inject any
malware into the device that will mess with the server (Yi, 2019).

Another type of voting is Digital voting which utilizes auto-
mated tools to cast ballots, and there are two types of automatic
voting: e-voting and I-voting. E-voting is whether electors use a
voting machine, and I-vote is where they use an internet browser
to do so. Digital voting systems empower electors to vote at any
place in the world beyond location limitations that take into
account flexibility, confidentiality, protection, and convenience in
voting (Dogo et al., 2018). Various nations have begun using digital
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voting methods. Estonia was the very first country to establish a
national Internet voting system. They allowed the citizens to cast
their ballots from anywhere around the world through the internet
(Hengavalli et al., 2019). Shortly after that, Switzerland adopted
electronic voting for regional elections and Norway for local elec-
tions (Ayed, 2017).

Digital Voting also has certain drawbacks (Krishnamurthy et al.,
2019). The secrecy of significant portions of the code is one of the
main criticisms of electronic voting systems in Estonia and Nor-
way. The format for the ballot on the Estonian I-Voting system is
restricted due to various confidentiality concerns. The centraliza-
tion of power of the IV thing enables DDOS attacks susceptible,
which will allow electoral elections unavailable to voters (Ayed,
2017). People who vote could question the fairness and confiden-
tiality of the voting process (Zhang et al., 2019). Police and security
services have access to network traffic’s variety and processing
capacity to examine polling data for possible alterations. System
attacks are still likely in all previous schemes, even though security
is strengthened (Ayed, 2017). Some enhanced security schemes or
processes must also ensure that voting or measuring procedures
are reliable and the above listed issues are avoided
(Krishnamurthy et al., 2019).

However, blockchain technology is a reliable method to over-
come the problems above. With the development of blockchain,
the central idea of decentralization has progressively gained more
recognition (Hsiao et al., 2018). Blockchain is a decentralized net-
work (Zhang et al., 2018) in which the node members exchange
data, but each user maintains the identical data replication. Block-
chain technology provides characteristics such as dissemination,
privacy, and data accuracy (Fusco et al., 2018), etc (Asraful and
Rashid, 2018). With the help of blockchain technology, it is possi-
ble to build a reliable and secure electronic voting system (Barnes
and Perry, YYYY).

Bitcoin is the first application of blockchain technology for cryp-
tocurrencies (Sun et al., 2018). Ethereum’s price exceeds US$ 16
billion as of November 2019, making it the second-largest block-
chain after Bitcoin (Seifelnasr et al., 2020). A distributed web appli-
cation that executes on the Ethereum blockchain is referred to as a
dApp. It contains capabilities like Smart Contracts and dApps that
may be built and run without third-party abuse, falsification, or
intervention. DApps may use smart contracts to communicate with
Blockchain (Uddin, 2021). An Ethereum virtual machine (EVM) glo-
bal device is recognized to be a means of carrying out smart con-
tracts. Once an EVM (Ethereum virtual machine) is equipped
with a smart contract, it becomes static, which means that the code
can no longer be modified or fixed (Seifelnasr et al., 2020). Because
of its particular-purpose virtual machine and specialized program-
ming language, Ethereum has seen a significant increase in the
number of decentralized and distributed apps. These traits have
created the environment for a strong development community,
constant advancements, and the introduction of new technical pos-
sibilities (Cortes-Goicoechea et al., 2021).

The network’s continuous growth has unintentionally resulted
in several limits for Ethereum. On the blockchain, transactions take
long to execute, often encounter congestion, and incur high gas
prices. Ethereum Layer 2 solutions came into play as a result of
these constraints (Finextra, YYYY). Layer 2 refers to technologies
that allow a program to grow by handling transactions outside of
the Ethereum Mainnet (layer 1) while preserving the same protec-
tion and decentralization as the mainnet. Layer 2 approaches boost
throughput (transaction speed) while also lowering gas costs
(White-Gomez, YYYY). Ethereum is on the verge of a significant
protocol upgrade that will boost its scalability by many orders of
magnitude and create an architecture that can flexibly answer
the demands of a continuously evolving industry (Cortes-
Goicoechea et al., 2021). Ethereum 2 (also known as Ethereum
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2.0) is the next iteration of the Ethereum blockchain system, repre-
senting a significant improvement. This means that the Ethereum
blockchain will switch from proof-of-work to proof-of-stake for
block validation (Bitcoin Suisse, YYYY). This improvement makes
it possible to generate blocks in a more environmentally friendly
manner, conserving power while developing a more comprehen-
sive network architecture. The implementation of sharding in
Eth2 has also been divided into parts due to the challenges of add-
ing this consensus method. PoS is deployed on the Beacon Chain in
the first stage, known as ”Phase 0,” and validators join as proposers
and verification committees. The Beacon Chain ensures that valida-
tors are assigned to committees at random, laying the groundwork
for the next stages (Cortes-Goicoechea et al., 2021). Due to its secu-
rity, transparency, and flexibility, our purpose is to create a digital
voting infrastructure based on the Ethereum blockchain with the
addition of a smart contract to avoid and eliminate voting system
defects and mitigate difficulties associated with the adoption of
blockchain for voting. The main objectives of this paper are:

� To validate the system to ensure only the legitimate voters are
allowed to cast their vote.

� To protect voter identity by providing unlinkability between
voter and their casted vote.

� To reduce the transaction cost compared with the existing
systems.

Since a voting system has to fulfill some security properties
such as authentication, transparency, anonymity, integrity, secu-
rity, privacy, mobility, fairness, and verifiability to achieve a fair
and transparent result, the cost is a big issue in the case of imple-
mentation of Ethereum based application. So we have discussed
the security properties which are satisfied by the proposed system.
We have attempted to minimize the systems compute and storage
costs while maintaining its essential security properties. We
explain the implementation using Ganache, a local blockchain plat-
form integrated into Truffle and analyze the costs associated with
generic elections. We also compare the performance of the current
proposal to that of prior proposals.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows-Sections 2
and 3 overview the problem definition and the related works. Sec-
tion 4 describes the details of the proposed blockchain-based Dig-
ital Voting System. Section 5 describes the implementation parts of
the proposed system. Section 6 and 7 evaluate the security analysis
approach and show the experiment results. Section 8 concludes the
paper and highlights some future work.
2. Problem Definition

In the world, mainly democratic countries face many challenges
that prevent country growth through various illegal activities such
as corruption and violations of human rights, etc. Citizens are often
unable to take part in elections because of the voting system
(Krishnamurthy et al., 2019). Consequently, whenever it comes to
voting, the typical person suffers very much in terms of clarifica-
tion and protection. In a country like Bangladesh, traditional sys-
tems require hours of voting, while they have a lot of repetitive
operations and many odd obstacles to elections: capturing polling
stations, reinforcing ballots, separating poll agents from competi-
tors, threatening voters to keep away from voting, sometimes poll-
ing officer have done bizarre behavior to take the side of particular
candidates (theIndependent, YYYY). For these reasons, primarily
senior citizens face difficulties casting their vote and avoiding it.
In Bangladesh, 5.2 % of people are in the category of senior citizens
of overall populations (Wikipedia, YYYY). In the case of voting, 5.2%
means a lot as a number of votes can change the result. So the
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absence of senior citizens in voting does not fulfill the true democ-
racy. There are also circumstances in which unregistered voters
engage in the political system as Dead Voters in the polling sta-
tions. Dishonest clerks and officers in the management of a polling
station decide to modify the outcomes even after voting
(Hjálmarsson et al., 2018). The authorities often order non-
residents of an electoral district to leave the city, mobile telephone
networks are often closed down, and a complete transport ban is
enforced to ensure fair voting, all at people’s harassment and mis-
ery. Let us think of a person who needs to go to the airport to catch
a flight, who needs to see a doctor on an emergency basis. The elec-
tors may be on holiday, on business trips, or abroad for some other
purpose, mostly for members of associations, which would pro-
hibit the specific voter from voting and will decrease their general
involvement in the election (theIndependent, YYYY). Protection,
secrecy, accessibility, and anonymity questions have been posed
by several citizens (theIndependent, YYYY). This cannot be good
for a society in which citizens are wary of exercising their right
to choose their leaders and have lost confidence in the administra-
tion’s democratic process (Pankaj et al., 2017).

The digital method of voting will have greater protection and
honesty than others (Patidar and Jain, 2019). Digital voting has a
variety of problems (Krishnamurthy et al., 2019). One of the most
serious criticisms leveled against both the Estonian and Norwegian
electronic voting systems is their inability to keep key portions of
the code secret. The content to submit the vote on the Estonian
method of I-Voting is discarded due to the general secrecy prob-
lems. Voters may be concerned about the validity of the voting sys-
tem and the lack of anonymity, as well as the possibility of fraud
(Zhang et al., 2019). Authorities have access to a broad range of
network activity and sufficient computing capabilities to estimate
voting outcomes to alter them (Veldre and Andrews, 2014). Even
with enhanced security in all prior systems, state-level attacks
are still a possibility (Ayed, 2017). Major bugs were found in the
software’s programming language in Switzerland. Due to a lack
of protection and voter trust, e-voting has also been rejected in
some instances. This has occurred in Norway, Finland, Ireland,
the Netherlands, and Germany, for example (Barnes and Perry,
YYYY). When using a digital voting procedure, security is always
the primary concern (Barnes and Perry, YYYY). Blockchain is now
one of the emerging, rugged technologies that enable applications
to obtain strong security mechanisms (Uddin et al., 2019). Block-
chain technology may be used to create a reliable and secure auto-
mated voting system (Barnes and Perry, YYYY).
3. Related Works

In Khan et al. (2020) propose a way to eliminate the problem-
atic aspects of conventional elections by using blockchain technol-
ogy. This thesis aims to establish a decentralized e-voting
methodology rather than a centralized one via blockchain technol-
ogy and a readily available voting mechanism that guarantees the
security of voters’ identification and data transmission and verifi-
cation. The proposed system uses several technologies, including
ganache, truffle framework, and metamask. The limitations of this
system are that the casted vote is visible during vote casting, and it
does not provide anonymity to the voters.

Boshri et al. Suggested a blockchain-based democratic process
based on the Ethereum network (Bosri et al., 2019). The electoral
commission established an Ethereum account to hold voter data
in this approach. Those voters who do not have access to smart-
phones may cast their ballots at a designated polling location. They
will be required to complete a biometric verification procedure
before casting their ballot. Though it uses blockchain technology,
there are many involvements of third parties in this system. Only
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the casted vote is recorded in the chain, which is added by a third
party (Kumari et al., 2020). In this case, the false vote is possible.
Election administrators Manage the lifecycle of an election.

An electronic voting system is presented in Hjálmarsson et al.
(2018) where blockchain is used as a service to create a distributed
electronic voting system. This system has two types of nodes: dis-
trict node and boot node. The district node indicates each voting
district, and each district node is equipped with a software applica-
tion that connects with the bootnode. A bootnode allows district
nodes to identify and connect.This system can not protect voters’
privacy very well (Qu et al., 2020; Tso et al., 2019; Roh and Lee,
2020) and it doesn’t consider self tallying process (Fan et al., 2019).

In Jorge Lopes (2019), they propose a blockchain-based e-voting
system using smart contracts. There are three categories of people
who can communicate with the program, including the director,
the developer, and the voter. Record, Creator, and Election are three
contracts. Record contracts are responsible for storing voter regis-
tration information to verify authentication. After authentication,
the API transfers a transfer of funds to the Creator Contract respon-
sible for establishing a newElection Contract. An Election contract is
created, and it sends its address to the Creator Contract for vote cast-
ing. Before being added to the blockchain, the ballot is encrypted via
homomorphic encryption, which is a kind of symmetric encryption.

In Shahzad et al. (2019), the framework proposed an improved
form of e-voting using blockchain. This proof of completeness algo-
rithm deals with the development of blocks, the locking of blocks,
the information management, and the design of a blockchain, espe-
cially for the voting machines network. In the case of the formation
of a block, the presiding officer (PO) shall verify the elector’s
unique identification and biometric authentication. The voter casts
his vote, and then the machine produces a hash using SHA-256 and
sends the data to the presiding officer to produce a block. The key
downside to this strategy is that it requires more security, privacy,
and transparency before it can be considered a fully trustworthy
voting method (Toapanta et al., 2019).

In Dagher et al. (2018) BroncoVote, a blockchain-based voting
technology is developed to preserve voter anonymity and improve
transparency while maintaining an open, safe, and cost-effective
voting mechanism. BroncoVote introduces a voting system utiliz-
ing blockchain and smart contracts and Ethereum to obtain elec-
tion administration and auditable election results for university
environments. Three contracts are used in this system: Registrar,
Creator, and Voting Contract. The limitations of this system is that
it has a poorly protected method of registration and a weak voter
authentication. Privacy concerns in the process are also present.

Li et al. (2021) created and built AMVchain, an efficient and
scalable voting system that uses blockchain and smart contracts
to provide transparent and decentralized voting. They begin by
examining the flaws and problems of existing blockchain-based
voting systems, then review vital research to address these issues.
Based on the specifications for a reliable and efficient electronic
voting system. Linkable ring signatures are used in the voting pro-
cess to break the link between voters and votes and ensure voter
anonymity.

Alvi et al. (2020) suggested a Digital Voting architecture that
contains a smart contract to handle challenges like as authentica-
tion, transparency, anonymity, accuracy, and autonomy, as well
as singularity, integrity, and mobility, that occur during the use of
blockchain for voting. Based on the information supplied by the
voters, a hash will be constructed and recorded in the chain in their
system. Because the data is stored as a hash on the blockchain, vot-
ers will benefit from scalability and anonymity. Smart contracts on
the blockchain ensure security and anonymity. A miner is
approached by a smart contract to increase transaction speed. A
lot of variables contributed to the nomination, including data trans-
mission and energy utilization. Each block has its uniquemethod of
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counting votes. At the conclusion of voting, the total vote from the
last block may be simply evaluated. It cuts down on counting time.

Uddin et al. (2021) presented a Blockchain-based E-voting sys-
tem that uses Time Lock Encryption to provide integrity, authenti-
cation, and confidentiality. Authentication is accomplished
through the use of a blind signature. They also used time lock
encryption to ensure secrecy and protect the election from tamper-
ing. Only privileged people are allowed to join and vote for a cer-
tain political party. Due to the fact that blockchain technology is
a decentralized technology, it may be used to overcome the cen-
tralized problem. In this article, time lock encryption is used to
protect elections from fraud by preventing all parties involved
from seeing the results until a specified, predetermined time.

4. Proposed Methodology

The architecture of the proposed methodology is shown in
Fig. 1. We have used blockchain technology in our system. There
are also some external entities. They are-

� Election commission(EC)- The election commission is in charge
of overseeing the whole election process. Election commission
Fig. 1. Blockchain based Digital V
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is denoted as EC. EC initiates an election, activates it, and then
closes it once a set time has passed. EC noticess entire voting
process and publishes the result just after election has been
over. Another key responsibility of the EC is to establish a voter
list prior to the election by conducting a voter registration
procedure.

� Voter- People who have the right to vote and are registered to
vote in their local election district are called voters. Each voter
is allowed to vote for one of the candidates.

� Crypto Server-It is essential to prohibit illegal access to the
votes to maintain privacy. Each vote must be encrypted before
being sent to the blockchain in order to do this. For this purpose
a small node server named as crypto server is only used here for
storing the public key and private key. It doesn’t store any vot-
ing information and voters aren’t able to access it.

Voters may use smart devices to cast their votes in the proposed
Digital Voting System. Users without smartphones may still vote at
a specified voting station. The voting process for both online and
onsite voters is the same (see Fig. 2).

The Election commission (EC) is responsible for creating and
closing the election by interacting with smart contracts in this
oting using smart contracts.
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proposed system. Smart contracts identify the responsibilities
engaged in the election agreements and the numerous components
and transactions that occur throughout the agreement’s creation
and execution. Three smart contracts are running in the proposed
blockchain-based digital voting. They are voter contract, candidate
contract, and voting contract. By using these three contracts, the
voter’s registration process, voter authentication, and voting are
done directly between the voter and the blockchain. At first, the
hash value of the voter’s information is stored by the voter contract
during the registration process to secure the voter information and
provide anonymity to the voter. These hash values are also used to
authenticate voters during vote casting. The candidate contract con-
tains information for the candidates in the chain. After the election
starts, voters perform the voter authentication process and then
choose one of the candidates from the list of candidates provided
by the candidate contract and cast a vote using a vote coin. Here,
the vote coin represents the voting status of the voter. If the balance
of the vote coin is 1, the voter doesn’t cast his vote. If the balance of
the vote coin is 0, thatmeans the voter has already casted their vote.
The casted vote is encrypted using a public keywhich Election Com-
mission generates in a crypto server. The encrypted ballot is sent to
the voting contract and added as a block in the chain.

For n votes, there will be n voting blocks in our system. After the
ending time of the election, EC starts the counting process. In the
counting process, the private key from the crypto server is used
in the system to decrypt all the casted votes. The voting contract
receives the whole of the decrypted vote. Then it sends the voter’s
Fig. 2. Flow Chart of V
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vote coin to the chosen candidate’s public key for counting without
revealing the voter’s identity. The candidate contract performs
vote-counting operation by providing the candidate’s account
information and publishing the result.

The proposed voting mechanism includes four phases:

� First Phase: Registration Phase
� Second Phase: Voting Setup Phase
� Third Phase: Voting Phase
� Fourth Phase: Result Phase

The commonly used notations of this paper are presented in
Table 1.

4.1. Registration Phase

The First phase of voting system consists of Registration unit
which has two parts:

(i) Voters registration
(ii) Candidate Registration

4.1.1. Voter Registration
People who have the right to vote and are registered to vote in

their local election district are called voters. The Election Commis-
sion provides and maintains an up-to-date list of registered voters.
As a result, every eligible voter must visit their local voter registra-
oter Registration.



Table 1
Summary of notations.

Notation Definition

id National ID Card Number
nmv Voter name
Mbv Mobile Number of Voter
sk Security Key
hv 256 bit fixed length hash value
pubkv Public key of voter
pvkv Private key of voter
KGA() Key Generation Algorithm
OTP One Time Password
SCv Smart Contract named Voter Contract
BC BlockChain
rg Region of the nominated candidate
sn Seat number of region
ps Party symbol number
SCcdt Smart Contract named Candidate Contract
pubkc Public key of Candidate
infocj Information of Cj Candidate where Cj (1 6 j6m)

pubkEc Public key of Election Commission
pvkEc Private key of Election Commission
vc Vote Coin
CS Crypto Server
st Starting time of election
et Ending time of election
Bi Digital representation of Ballot form ð1 6 i 6 nÞ,
EBi Encrypted Vote
SCvt Smart Contract named Voting Contract
Vid Vote id
Cjac Candidates account
wc Wining Candidate
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tion center and provide the necessary information to be recognized
as a genuine voter. It is the first stage in the system and is needed
as part of the identity verification phase in keeping a track of which
individuals have casted vote. It also serves as a control mechanism
to prevent unregistered individuals from participating in the elec-
tion by preventing them from casting a ballot.

Let Vi denotes the set of all the voter, 8 voter 2 Vi; jVij P1 and
there are n voters, Við1 6 i 6 nÞ.

Algorithm1: Voter Registration
6860
Algorithm1 illustrates the voter registration process. ID, voter
name, security key, and voter’s mobile number are the inputs of
this algorithm. The outputs are the hash value of these inputs
and two keys named public key and private key. validation() func-
tion is used to check the validation of NID at step 2. If the NID is not
valid, then Invalid NID will be returned at step 7. If the validation of
NID is true, then voters input their credentials in step 3. If all the
inputs are taken correctly, then a hash value will generate using
the generateHash() function in step 4, where the inputs are the
parameters. An OTP will send to the voter’s mobile at step 8.
matchOTP() function is used to match the sent and input OTP at
step 9. If both OTP matches, both public key and private key will
generate using KGA() function at step 10. The private key is sent
to the voter’s mobile number. After getting the acknowledgment
of voters getting the key using acknowledge() function at step
12, the hash value and public key of voters are added to the block-
chain. At step 14, after performing all the processes, voters get a
message Registration Complete Successfully. If the acknowledg-
ment is not got, then go to step 12.

4.1.2. Candidate Registration
Since a candidate is also a voter, the candidate registration pro-

cedure is similar to voter registration. They must complete several
additional steps following key generating in order to be considered
a candidate. The full process of voter and candidate registration
process is shown in Fig. 3.

Suppose there are m candidates Cj (1 6 j6m).
Algorithm2 illustrates the candidate registration process. The

candidate is also a voter, so if the candidate is a voter or not
checked in step 1. If the candidate is not voter then voterRegistra-
tion(id;nm;Mbv ; sk) function is called at step 6 where the parame-
ter is same as voter. Candidates must provide their region, party
symbol, and seat number to complete the candidate registration
procedure after finishing the voter registration process. Candidate
contract adds the information of a candidate in the BlockChain, and
Registration complete successfully message is returned at step 4
(see Fig. 4).

Algorithm2: Candidate Registration
4.2. Voting Setup Phase

This phase is divided into three parts:

(i) Create Election
(ii) Active Election

4.2.1. Create Election
The election is created by EC. Algorithm3 illustrates the election

creation process by EC. EC joins Blockchain using a key pair of
public keys and private keys. Then it sends a transaction to the
registration contract with n vote coin, starting and ending time



Fig. 3. Voter and Candidate Registration.
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of election at step 2. Then transfer the keypair of public key and
private key to the crypto server for vote encryption and decryption
in step 3 (see Fig. 6–10).

Algorithm3: Create Election

Input: vc; st; et
1 Join BC using pubkEc and pvkEc

2 Send a tx =(vcn; st; et) to SCv
3 TransferKey(pubkEc ; pvkEc ) to CS
4.2.2. Active Election
Algorithm4 illustrates the election activation process where the

inputs are: starting time, ending time,votecoin, and public key of
voters. Voter contract sends a transaction of 1 vote coin, starting
time, and ending time of election to each voter’s public key. All
the transactions are added to BlockChain. So the transactions of
sending votecoin to the voters and voter’s voting status are not
hidden in this system.

Algorithm4: Active Election

Input: st; et;vc; pubkv
Output: vc
1 SCv create a tx =(vc ¼ 1)
2 Send tx to Vi’s pubkv
3 tx’s are added into BC
4.3. Voting Phase

This phase is divided into two parts:

(i) Voter Authentication
(ii) Vote Casting
6861
4.3.1. Voter Authentication
The Voter contract is in charge of the voter authentication pro-

cedure. Voters must first sign into their wallets using the private
key in order to complete the authentication procedure. After that,
the voter must enter their credentials for authentication. In this
case, the voter contract receives the credentials and generates a
hash value from them in order to compare the hash value with
other hash values already present in the blockchain. If both hash
values are found equal, the voter is valid for voting.

Algorithm5 illustrates the voter authentication process where
the voter again submits the credentials for generating a hash value
at step 1. If the hash value matches the hash value in the voter reg-
istration list, then return true at step 3. Otherwise, return false.

Algorithm5: Voter Authentication
4.3.2. Vote Casting Unit
In many ways, the blockchain-based voting mechanism we’re

proposing is analogous to the concept of digital wallets. Each par-
ticipant is given a digital wallet by the authority after the registra-
tion process, as we see in Section 4.1.1. In this system, voting is a
transaction that contains a transaction index, timestamp, vote for
the chosen candidate, and transaction hash. After performing the
authentication process, the voter can cast a ballot.

Algorithm6 illustrates the vote casting procedure. After the
authentication procedure is completed in step 3, the voter receives
a ballot containing a list of candidates with a party symbol. Voters



Fig. 4. Flow Chart of Candidate Registration.
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can select candidates from the list of candidates and vote using the
vote coin in steps 5 and 6. Then the voter will get the vote id at step
7. In steps 8 and 9, the casted vote is encrypted using the election
commissioner’s public key and saved on the blockchain.

Algorithm6: Vote Casting
4.4. Result Phase

This phase consists of:

(i) Vote Counting Unit
(ii) Publish Result

4.4.1. Vote Counting Unit
EC enters the private key into the system as part of the counting

procedure. Each EBi will be decrypted, and the voting contract will
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transfer the voting currency to the public key of each of the candi-
dates who have been chosen. Through candidate contract, once the
coin is delivered, the vote is tallied soon after receiving it. It is the
same as determining the amount of money owned by a specific
address. In the end, the number of coins in each candidate’s wallet
represents the number of votes cast on him.

Algorithm7 illustrates the process of vote counting. All the
encrypted vote is decrypted in step 1 by using the private key of
the election commission. Then the voting contract sends a transac-
tion of vote coin to each chosen candidate’s public key. After check-
ing the account balance of all the candidates, the winning
candidate will be found.

Algorithm7: Vote Counting

Input: EBi; pvkEc
Output: Cacj

1 Bi = decryptBallotðEBi; pvkEcÞ
2 tvc = sendVoteCoinðBi;CiÞ
3 Cacj = countVoteðtvcÞ
4.4.2. Publish Result
After voting, every vote will form a block and add it to the chain.

The vote will be counted instantaneously after the vote is submit-
ted, as there will be no risk of vote tampering and vote
manipulation.

Algorithm8 illustrates the result publishing process. The winner
is found by checking the account of the candidates in step 1. Then a
list is made in step 2, which contains a region, seat number, candi-
dates obtained the vote, and winner of that region. The list is ori-
ented in step 3.



Fig. 5. Create Election and Active Election.

Fig. 6. Flow chart of create and active election.
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Fig. 7. Voter Authentication and Vote Casting.

Fig. 8. Flow chart of Voter Authentication and Vote Casting.
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Algorithm8: Publishing Result

Input: Cacj

Output: wc

1 wc= findWinner(Cacj )
2 vtl = resultList(ps; sn,Caci ;wc)
3 print(vtl)

The result publishing process is shown in Table 2. In this table,
the total votes of each candidate and the winning candidate are
shown for different regions and seat numbers. Then the final result
is published in the result panel.

5. Implementation

The Ethereum blockchain technology is a promising option for
computerized voting applications. The Ethereum blockchain pro-
vides the ability to design smart contracts. The term ”smart con-
tract” refers to a computer program or transaction protocol
designed to automatically perform appropriate activities according
to the conditions of the agreement. Smart contracts have many
objectives, including the elimination of trusted intermediaries,
the reduction of arbitration and enforcement costs, the reduction
of fraud losses, and the elimination of intentional and inadvertent
exceptions. There are two kinds of accounts supported by Ether-
eum. An externally owned account (also known as a user-
controlled account) is controlled by a user. These accounts are
denoted by the letters EOA. A contract account is managed by
the smart contract that is running on the computer. A contract
account is denoted by the letter CA. Both kinds of accounts are cap-
able of storing the Ethereum cryptocurrency, or ether. Ethereum
does not execute operations (computations) in a smart contract
without user input. As a result, before its functions may be per-
formed, a CA must be enabled by an EOA. The EOA must buy
’gas’ in order to carry out its operations, and this must be done
using the ether currency (Rogers et al., 2007).

To develop a decentralized application that can effectively sub-
stitute a traditional voting system, a website is needed that pro-
vides the voting environment. Also, people who cannot go to
their polling locations for various reasons may vote by visiting a
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user-friendly online website displaying their city’s election ballot.
First and foremost, to implement a blockchain-based voting system
in Ethereum, we must first create the necessary environment. The



Fig. 9. Vote Counting.

Fig. 10. Flow Chart of Vote Counting.
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implementation details is shown in Fig. 11. The application is
divided into basically two sides:

1. Server-side and
2. Client-side

5.1. Server-side

On the server side, there is running a blockchain network. The
server-side components are:

1. Truffle
2. Solidity
3. Ganache
4. Node Server
Table 2
Result Publication.

Region (Rg) Seat Number (Sn) Candidate of Party1 Candidate of P

X1 1 2000 3000
X1 2 1000 4000
X1 3 5000 4000
X2 4 2000 3000
X2 5 5000 500

Winner
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5.1.1. Truffle
Truffle is a solidity programming language-based tool for devel-

oping ethereum blockchains. Truffle also includes features like as
automation testing, client-side development, network manage-
ment, and smart contract administration (Shakya et al., 2022).
The proposed system uses Truffle to manage the network. Truffle
is mainly responsible for compiling smart contracts written by
solidity, performing migration on various contracts, and generating
ABI (Application Binary Interface).

5.1.2. Solidity
Solidity is a contract-oriented, high-level programming lan-

guage (Khalid et al., 2020) that is used to create smart contracts
in our system. It is comparable to JavaScript in its functionality
(Kudva et al., 2020).Contracts are organized similarly to classes
in object-oriented programming languages when utilizing Solidity
for contract development. Like in traditional programming lan-
guage, contract code is made up of variables and functions
(Wohrer and Zdun, 2018). Solidity is compiled into bytecode that
can be run on the EVM (Ethereum virtual machine) via the EVM
(Ethereum virtual machine) compiler (Khalid et al., 2020).

5.1.3. Ganache
Another tool called ganache is used for managing and testing

the application at the local machine. Ganache is a specific RPC-
Server that can be checked and built for Truffle, which is accessible
as a mobile and commands line application (Khan et al., 2020).
Ganache may be used at any point in the development process,
allowing you to update, reuse, and test your dApp in a safe and
secure manner. It is a tool that allows to run Blockchain locally
and perform tests, issue commands, and observe the status of the
Blockchain. It’s a blockchain simulator that’s been installed locally.
Ganache uses a graphical interface to simulate Blockchain net-
works and Live-test Smart Contracts without the use of virtual test
networks or a remote network (Gautam et al., 2021). It offers ten
previously funded accounts of 100 Ether and a 12-word seeds term
for the regeneration of such accounts (Khan et al., 2020).

5.1.4. Node Server
A small node server is used in our system. It acts as a crypto-

graphic server which is named as a crypto server. This server is
used for storing the public & private keys for encryption and
decryption, respectively, as shown in Fig. 11. EC(Election Commis-
sion) generates the keys in this server, which are used to encrypt
the casted votes and decrypt them at the counting time.

5.2. Client-side

A client-side user interface has been developed in order to allow
people to vote using Ethereum accounts through any computer or
mobile device. On the client-side, several tools are used to manage
the User Interface (UI). There is CSS for enhancing the design and
React JS for handling the client-side data. HTML is also used as
the markups. A JavaScript library called web3.js is used for com-
arty2 Candidate of Party3 Winner

1000 Party2
3000 Party2
1000 Party1
1000 Party2
6000 Party3

Candidate of Party2
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munication between client and server. Web3.js is a collection of
libraries that provides API for interacting with blockchain net-
works using HTTP, IPC, or WebSocket.

Metamask is a secured crypto wallet and maintains an Ether-
eumwallet that stores Ethers (or money) and enables users to send
and receive Ethers through a dApp of their choice. Meta Mask
seems to be a lightweight browser plugin that works with a wide
variety of browsers such as Chrome, Firefox, Opera, and Brave
(Bhavani et al., YYYY).

Metamask primarily maintains the public and private keys, and
the private key is used to sign and confirm transactions (The
Defiant, YYYY). The encrypted keys are stored in the browser.
Metamask has proved to be very healthy, and no successful hack
attempts have resulted in currency loss. It is responsible for
managing the user account information such as balance, public
and private keys. It is called the bridge between the browser and
the blockchain network. It takes requests from the web3 and sends
them to the server (Sourav Rajeev et al., 2019).
6. Security Property Analysis

The most fundamental challenges with electronic voting sys-
tems are security and confidence (Tas� et al., 2021). In order to pre-
vent any enemies or self-interested parties from being able to alter
the results and ensure election integrity, we considered that block-
chain had enhanced several areas of security and privacy. However,
there is still a lot that can be done better. We also want to ensure
that the votes that have been tallied are genuine. To ensure a fair
and democratic conclusion, the voting process must be fair and
transparent. Therefore, ensuring maximum security properties like
anonymity, security, privacy, integrity, and verifiability in a voting
system is necessary. How the proposed system fulfills all the prop-
erties are described below:

6.1. Anonymity

A voter’s identity cannot be traced back to a vote they have
made. This secures voters by enabling them to express their pre-
ferred viewpoints openly. To protect voters’ anonymity, adver-
saries should be unable to associate any vote with a particular
voter (Zaghloul et al., 2021). Blockchain ensures anonymity since
the public key serves as the voter’s identification in the network.
In addition to this, the researcher employs a variety of additional
methods to conceal the user’s identity since maintaining anonym-
ity in an account-model-based system may be difficult (Xin et al.,
2019).

This is because every transaction in the system unavoidably
updates the account balance of both the transaction sender and
the transaction recipient. Even when the privacy of a blockchain
Fig. 11. Flow of im
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system is well-protected, however, legislation becomes a new
obstacle to overcome for this system to gain widespread accep-
tance (Syed et al., 2018). When working in specific blockchain
environments, anonymity cannot be ensured (NYCC, YYYY). Since
the hash function may offer anonymity (Uddin et al., 2018), the
proposed method allows voters to enter their information into
the blockchain in an anonymous way. Each voter information is
stored as a hash in this system that ensures robust features of pri-
vacy preservation and authentication. It allows users to prove their
authentication without disclosing their real identities. In the block-
chain network, the public key represents the voter’s identity, while
the hash value represents the voter’s data. The casted vote is
encrypted to ensure that the voter’s votes cannot be linked
together in this method. After decrypting all votes, the smart con-
tract sends the vote coin to the candidate without disclosing the
voter’s identity, preserving the voter’s anonymity, as shown in
Fig. 12.

6.2. Integrity

Votes should not be modified, forged, or deleted without detec-
tion (Shahzad et al., 2019). During the voting process, the integrity
of the outcome is a fundamental concept. The Merkle tree is a fea-
ture of blockchain technology that guarantees data integrity
(Mykletun et al., 2003). Each block in the blockchain comprises a
fixed number of transactions. Whenever transactions happen on
the blockchain, they are recorded in a data structure known as
the Merkle tree. The Merkel tree is built from the bottom up, as
seen in Fig. 13. A transaction’s hash is calculated and placed in
the Merkel tree, which seems to be the tree’s lowest tier, as soon
as it arrives (leaf nodes). The pairwise hash is then computed by
concatenating these hashes into pairs. This procedure is carried
out till the Merkel root is established. The hash of each block is pro-
duced in this manner. The Merkel tree eliminates the need for
nodes to wait for all transactions to be completed before forming
a block, increasing the blockchain’s security (Sumit Kumar et al.,
2019). The Merkle tree ensures the integrity of the proposed digital
voting system. In Fig. 14, merkle tree for 8 vote of proposed system
is shown.

6.3. Fairness

There should be no early results collected since they may have
an impact on the vote of the remaining voters (Dimitriou, 2020).
The Fairness process ensures that the results are kept secret
throughout the voting phase, ensuring that no voters are
manipulated. This is accomplished by employing a digital commit-
ment method and separating the voting and counting stages
(Hardwick et al., 2018).
plementation.



Fig. 12. Anonymity of voter.

Fig. 13. Merkle Tree.
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To ensure fairness, all votes are encrypted from the moment
they are cast until the time the election terminates, as shown in
Fig. 15. Votes are encrypted before being cast, so we can not get
partial results. After the ending time of the election, all the casted
votes are decrypted for counting, which we can see in Fig. 12. From
this figure, we can see that the voting stage is separated from the
counting stage.

6.4. Verifiability

The capacity of a voter to confirm that his or her ballot has been
tallied is referred to as verifiability (Hsiao et al., 2017). Verifiability
can be categorized into two: universal and individual verifiability.

� Universal Verifiability: Anyone may clarify that the election
result is the same one published, according to universal
verifiability.

� Individual Verifiability: Individual verifiability gives an individ-
ual voter the ability to verify that one’s vote has been counted
(Sheer Hardwick et al., 2018).

DVTChain uses blockchain technology. Blockchain technology
ensures that every transaction is transparent and verifiable by
the whole network. Voters may examine the account details of
candidates to see whether the counting procedure has been com-
pleted correctly and thus offers universal verifiability. Voters get
a VID (vote id) at the moment of voting in the proposed system,
as shown in Fig. 16, which is designed to offer individual
verifiability.

6.5. Security

By shielding votes from unwanted entry and coercion, the pro-
posed system gives protection. Because of the unchanging feature
of the BC, the knowledge (votes) documented on the BC can not be
manipulated. When anyone changes a transaction, all the data
blocks from that block must be re-mined before the new block.
The hash function and the hash function of the previous block
are used in a block. Since the data of a block will be manipulated,
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this adjustment will lead to the differential hash value. The new
hash value would clash with the next block value. Therefore, the
next block must be re-mined too. For any block in the chain, the
same re-mining method is necessary. If the miner operates on
the remaining old blocks, new blocks will be recorded on the
blockchain, which makes it incredibly difficult to exploit a single
block of data. The calculation capability required for this is
immense and, in real life, virtually impossible. It makes blockchain
secure for us; ballots are a piece of faulty evidence, and the votes in
the system cannot be abused at all (Bosri et al., 2019).

6.6. Privacy

An individual voter’s voting method should not be disclosed to
anybody else. This characteristic is maintained in non-electronic
voting systems by physically shielding the voter from prying
(Chaieb et al., 2019). Privacy is ensured by preserving the anonym-
ity of voter identities. In order to protect the secrecy of each voter,
no specific vote can be traced back to the voter since voter infor-
mation is recorded in the blockchain as a hash, which is the unique
identity of a voter.



Fig. 14. Merkle Tree for eight vote.

Fig. 15. Block structure during vote casting and after ending time of election.
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The privacy in our system derives from (a) the hash value of
voter information makes it impossible to link a voter’s identity
with his/her messages on the blockchain (b) all casted votes of
the voters remain encrypted during vote casting (d) after the end-
ing time of the election, only the casted vote will be decrypted, as
shown in Fig. 14.
6.7. Uncoercability

In order to ensure that voters do not feel pressured or forced to
vote, the system should enable them to do so. Only a voter can
decide his intention (Ghavamipoor et al., 2013). During the vote
casting, all casted votes are encrypted, as shown in Fig. 14. The sys-
tem is not insensitive to coercion since a legitimate cast vote can-
not be altered by the voter.
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6.8. Mobility

Mobility means the voter has the facility to cast their vote from
anywhere (Jorge Lopes, 2019). Voting systems should be readily
accessible at voting time. The location of the vote should not be
limited in voting systems (Jafar et al., 2021). The proposed method
requires just a device with internet connectivity and a blockchain
address to access the voting network. Thus no additional infras-
tructure or voting equipment is needed.
6.9. Uniqueness

Uniqueness means a voter should be allowed to cast just one
vote that is included in the final vote. The voter will have no per-
mission to vote more if he wants to cast votes (Alvi et al., 2021).



Fig. 16. Verifiability.

Table 3
Gas costs for initial contract deployment

Contract Gas Used Actual Cost(Ether)

Voter Contract 614032 0.01228064
Candidate Contract 579917 0.01159834
Voting Contract 734353 0.01468706

Table 4
Gas costs for different operation.

Operation Gas Used Actual Cost(Ether)

Voter Registration 114234 0.0022847
Candidate Registration 136934 0.0027387
Store encrypted vote 382606 0.0076521
Send decrypted vote to candidate 14447 0.0002889
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In the proposed system, there is a smart-contract named as a voter
contract used for voters which are used to notify the voters that the
election process is activated, as shown in Fig. 5. This contract can
also monitor the voting status of a voter by maintaining a list of
the voter as a hash with the balance of the vote coin. At the begin-
ning of the election, the balance of vote coin of all the voters will be
one in this list. Whenever the voter casts his/her vote, the balance
of the vote coin will become zero. As a result, a voter is unable to
cast another legal vote. This is how the system is able to satisfy the
uniqueness property by using the vote coin.
Fig. 17. Comparison of Contract deployment Cost.
7. Analysis of Cost of the Proposed system

The currency in the Ethereum system is known as Ether (ETH).
Computation is repaid in ETH inside the blockchain and EVM
(Ethereum virtual machine), whereas the implementation fee is
Table 5
Comparison of Contract Deployment.

Contract Gas
Used

Provided Property

Khan et al. (2020) 726774 Integrity, Security, Verifiability
Hjálmarsson et al.

(2018)
701538 Integrity,Security, Fairness

Jorge Lopes (2019) 4935530 Anonymity, Privacy, Security, Fairness, Mobility,
Dagher et al. (2018) 3817723 Anonymity, Integrity, Privacy, Security, Fairness,

Uncoercability
Proposed System 1928302 Anonymity, Integrity Privacy, Security, Fairness,

Uncoercability
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measured in gas. Practically, one gas unit corresponds to the effi-
ciency of a single computing step and gas. ETH is purposefully sep-
arated in just such a way that global business forces cause ETH
price volatility, and the cost of gas is closely related to the cost of
computing. The Ethereum contract defines the details validated
by the exchange-initiating group and contains a notification trans-
mitted to any other blockchain user from the client. In the case of
function calls for each contract, contracts can also transmit data
among all other contracts in this manner. Throughout a transac-
tion, there might be a gasPrice section representing the sender’s
gas payment. The performance of a contract is triggered by a
receipt or other transaction. On each network node, each instruc-
tion will be conducted. There is a defined cost within each opera-
tion carried out, represented in multiple gas units, and each
transfer has a fixed ether cost identical to gasLimit * gasPrice
(Braghin et al., 2019).

In Table 3, we have shown the gas costs for the initial deploy-
ment of three smart contracts. Typically, the price of gas is roughly
0.00000002 Ether, or 20 Gwei (Alrebdi et al., 2022). It is the stan-
dard value (CryptoVantage, YYYY).

Table 4 shows the gas costs for different operations of the pro-
posed digital voting. Voter registration and candidate registration
cost can vary depending on the size of the information of voters
and candidates. Other costs are fixed.

Table 5 demonstrates the contrast between the related work
and the proposed system based on the used gas, provided property,
and the operations performed in the blockchain.

Figs. 17 and 18 show the comparison of existing and proposed
systems based on contract deployment cost and provided security
properties. We can see that the cost of Khan et al. (2020) and
Hjálmarsson et al. (2018) is less than the proposed system in
Fig. 16 because the provided property of these two systems are less
than others which can be easily understood from Fig. 17.
Operation

Vote Casting
Vote Casting, Vote Counting

Uncoercability Voter Registration, Ballot Creation, Vote Casting, Vote Counting
Mobility, Voter Registration, Ballot Creation, Vote Casting, Vote Counting

Mobility, Voter Registration, Candidate Registration, Vote Casting, Vote
Counting



Fig. 18. Comparison of Security Properties.
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8. Conclusions and Future Works

This part analyzes and finalizes the research study provided in
this work with a few guidelines for future practice. However, the
limitations exist that can be overcome in the following implemen-
tations of this work and improvement ideas to be executed.

8.1. Summary of the Proposed Mechanism

In the voting system, several countries face crucial uncertainties
in ensuring stability. Ensuring the engagement and credibility of
the electorate, the fairness of the polling data, and the non-
manipulative vote counting, we developed a blockchain-based dig-
ital voting system using smart contracts. In this mechanism, three
smart contracts are performed various operations of the full elec-
tion process. So the involvement of the third part is less than other
existing systems. The casted votes are kept encrypted until the
ending time of the election. So no one can find the link between
vote and voter. We have stored the voter’s information as a hash
so that no one can identify the voter in the network. Here, the data
is preserved as a hash instead of full information, so cost is also
reduced. After the ending time o the election, voters can also verify
their vote by using a vote id which they will get at the time of vote
casting. This process facilitates voters to vote for their candidate
via smart devices from everywhere in the world. This would help
to increase the number of voters in order to attain democracy in
every region. So, in conclusion, we can say that our method can
be successfully used in the election process as it provides maxi-
mum security properties such as anonymity, integrity, security,
privacy, fairness, verifiability, and mobility.

8.2. Limitations

The limitation of this system is that we do not implement the
OTP (One Time Password)option in our registration process.
Another limitation is that we have stored the encrypted vote in
the blockchain during vote casting. This data will not be used after
the end of the election. For storing these data, the cost has
increased.

8.3. Future Research Directions

The limitations that have been mentioned formerly are going to
be part of future work. Therefore, we target to use of sidechains in
our proposed method as using duplicate currency, and sidechains
expand the capabilities of blockchains by executing some activity
outside them and returning the outcome to the mainchain for
usage. So we can store the encrypted vote in the sidechain and
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can use the decrypted result in the mainchain, which will reduce
the cost.
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